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Vocabulary1.According to the report, the of the epidemic was

frightening in that country.A) multitude B) latitude C) magnitude

D) gratitude2. Kate’s arrived every night to take her out for the

evening.A) participant B) escort C) colleague

D)delegation3.Reluctant to see her mother, she outside for the

school after everyone else had gone home.A) hindered B) hinted C)

lingered D) clustered4.The local officials their difficulties to apply for

more funds from the government.A) broadened B) extended C)

magnified D) strengthened5.It was sad that the movie in a departure

of the couple.A) culminated B) 0deleted C) decorated D)

accumulated 6.Half a century’s ago, it’s difficult to of traveling to

the moon.A) conclude B) condemn C) contend D) conceive7.They

think it caught fire because a chemical reaction caused

combustion.A) reluctant B) willing C) instant D) spontaneous 8.She

still has very hearing, though she is eighty years old.来源

：www.100test.com A) vigorous B) exact C) acute D) vivid9.You

may not have heard of the poet, but he is very original and creative

and I believe he will become well-known someday.A) obscure B)

vague C) vicious D) prominent10.Your explanation sounds ,but I

’m not sure I believe it. Can you give me some evidence?A)

plausible B) vague C) irrational D) ambiguous11.We never any

unrealistic fancies about those desperate criminals.A) treasure B)



value C) grab D) cherish12.The river was by the setting sun, making

a picturesque scene.A) modified B) radiated C) enlightened D)

illuminated13.I felt rather after all that beer the previous night, so I

stayed in the bed for the whole day.A) fertile B) versatile C) fragile

D) sturdy 14.If you want to go to the concert, you’ll have to make a

, or there will be no tickets.A) conservation B) reservation C)

preservation D) observation15.Our new director is much younger

than his , who is already 50 years old. A) successor B) precedent C)

predecessor D) offspring16.The government has given a that it will

halt the bombing, but we still see the explosion here and there.A)

endeavor B) priority C) prominence D) pledge17. A of interest in

the matter came into her eyes but soon extinguished.A) glitter B)

fraction C) dazzle D) gleam18.Wearing plain clothes, the king with

the people in the streets.A) integrated B) mingled C) associated D)

collaborated 19.This supermarket has an excellent for fair dealing.来

源：www.100test.com A) fame B) popularity C) reputation D)

impression20.We hope there will be a peaceful to the new system.A)

transmission B) transition C) transaction D) transformation21. A

good president should the interest of his people with his own

prosperity.A) identify B) exemplify C) qualify D) signify22. Henry

Adams felt so hungry that he ordered a double of fish.A) part B)

piece C) section D) portion23.The tourists through the fog, trying to

read what was engraved on the gravestone Shakespeare had chosen

for himself.A) glanced B) glimpsed C) peered D) peeped24. The

discovery of new oil fields in various parts of the country filled the

government with hope.A) eternal B) infinite C) ceaseless D)



delicate25. Undergraduate students have no to the rare books in the

school library.A) access B) entrance C) way D) admission26. The

Olympic Games in 776 BC in Olympia, a small town in Greece.A)

originated B) stemmed C) derived D) descended27. More often than

not, it is difficult to the exact meaning of a Chinese idiom in

English.A) exchange B) transfer C) convey D) convert28. A man

who has is a man of moral principle who cannot be false to his own

standards or to his conception of his responsibilities.来源

：www.100test.com A) integrity B) ambition C) anxiety D)

popularity29. It would matters if fewer people had to be

consulted.A) facilitate B) fascinate C) hinder D) retard30. He was

only by his wish to help me, and expected nothing in return.A)

activated B) advocated C) dominated D) motivated Part IV Error

Detection and CorrectionWhen we speak of a human need, we

mean somethingwhich is unnecessary to life, something we can live

with. 1. food is a human need. We will starve to death if there 2. were

no food on earth. but even if we have plenty of food,but of the wrong

kind, our bodies will have problem fromlack of the right food. This is

known for malnutrition(营 3. 养不良）。来源：www.100test.com

In countries where are not developed, man’s food 4. needs are the

same like in the most advanced societies. We 5. all need food and

could live a good life on very few types offood. People in very

developed countries eat only the kinds 6. of food which can be

grown near their homes, whereas people in developed countries eat

foods which are often grown many thousands of miles away form

their homes.People in undeveloped countries are happy with



lessdifferent kinds of foods than people in very developed onesare, so

we can say that despite the needs of the two kinds 7. of people are the

same, their wants are different. People in very developed countries

eat many different types of meat-they could live by only one, but

they would be very 8. unhappy because every time what they ate was

the same.even such special foods like chicken would be less fun to 9.

eat if you had them every day. But we can’t just live on meat-we

need other kinds of food like bread, rice, and vegetables which are no

more necessary to our bodies. 10 Key:Vocabulary1-5 ABCCA 6-10

DDCAA11-15 DDCAC 16-20 DDBCB21-25 ADCBA 26-30

ACAADError Correction1. unnecessary -----necessary 2.

will----would3. for---as 4. where---which/that5. like---as 6.

developed ----undeveloped7. despite---although/though8. by---on

9. like---asmore---less 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直
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